Want to be an extraordinary teacher?  
With something special to offer?  
Complete a Geography Concentration in Childhood Education

Here’s how:

**Core Courses for the Childhood Ed-Geography Concentration:**
*Physical Geography GEO273:* Learn about components of the environment and their systems: climate, vegetation biomes, and soils.

**Environment and Culture GEO274:** Learn the basics of how the environment is interrelated with societies, cultures, population growth and urban expansion.

**Economic Geography GEO252:** Learn about interrelationships between natural resources and markets, and the economics of our food system.

Cartography GEO381: Practice making and interpreting maps of all kinds.

Intro to GIS GEO383: Collect information and map it with ArcGIS.

*GE NSCI Course**   **GE SSCI Course

**Geography electives**
World Geography GEO 240*
Cities of the World GEO245*
Current Issues in Latin American Geography GEO207*
Geography of Hazards GEO285**
Geography of US & Canada GEO301
Understanding Latin America GEO307
Gender & Environment GEO310
Political Geography GEO403
Geography for Teachers GEO501
And many more

* GE WRLD course ** GE NSCI course

---

**Geography of a Pencil**
What are pencils made of? Where do they come from? How are they traded around the world?

Visit National Geographic’s page for educators. ** National Council for Geographic Education. ** SUNY New Paltz Geography Department